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Abstract

Motivated by the presence of Ising transitions that take place entirely in the singlet sector
of frustrated spin-1/2 ladders and spin-1 chains, we study two types of effective dimer
models on ladders, a quantum dimer model and a quantum loop model. Building on
the constraints imposed on the dimers, we develop a Density Matrix Renormalization
Group algorithm that takes full advantage of the relatively small Hilbert space that only
grows as Fibonacci number. We further show that both models can be mapped rigorously
onto a hard-boson model first studied by Fendley, Sengupta and Sachdev [Phys. Rev.
B 69, 075106 (2004)], and combining early results with recent results obtained with
the present algorithm on this hard-boson model, we discuss the full phase diagram of
these quantum dimer and quantum loop models, with special emphasis on the phase
transitions. In particular, using conformal field theory, we fully characterize the Ising
transition and the tricritical Ising end point, with a complete analysis of the boundary-
field correspondence for the tricritical Ising point including partially polarized edges.
Finally, we show that the Fibonacci anyon chain is exactly equivalent to special critical
points of these models.
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1 Introduction

Frustrated quantum magnetism is one of the most challenging and actively developing fields
of condensed matter physics. Classical examples of long-range order in magnets are ferromag-
netic and Néel order, but the theoretical and experimental investigation of many models and
compounds has revealed a large variety of long-range orders due to quantum effects. Tradi-
tionally the theoretical investigation of quantum magnetism relies on simple models, typically
Ising or Heisenberg models. In 1988, Rokhsar and Kivelson proposed a model of interacting
hard-core dimers [1] to describe the resonating-valence bond (RVB) phase of spin-1/2 mod-
els [2–4] in the context of the high-temperature cuprate superconductors. In this approach,
hard-core dimers are used to represent SU(2) invariant spin singlets. This formulation of the
model of hard dimers goes under the name of quantum dimer model (QDM).

In a pictorial representation, the quantum dimer model is defined by the following Hamil-
tonian:

HQDM =
∑

Plaquettes

�

−J
�

+ h.c.
�

+ vrung + vleg

�

, (1)

where J > 0 is the coupling constant of a kinetic term that flips pairs of dimers on a plaquette,
and vrung (vleg) is the coupling constant of a potential term that counts the total number of flip-
pable plaquettes with dimers on vertical (horizontal) bonds. In the isotropic two-dimensional
QDM, vrung = vleg, and the potential term just counts the number of flippable plaquettes with
equal weight.

In general, the bulk ground-state of an antiferromagnet is given by a singlet state. To define
a good variational subspace, it is often useful to complement this global constraint by a local
one according to which spins are paired and form dimer singlets with one of their neighbors,
leading to a small energy when all spins are paired. Searching for all possible ways of pairing
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spins corresponds to the problem of finding all possible dimer coverings on a given lattice. The
RVB state is defined as a superposition of all possible dimer coverings.

Our motivation to study the QDM on two-leg ladders comes directly from the frustrated
spin-1/2 ladders with J1 − J2 interactions on legs. This model undergoes transition between
the rung-singlet phase and the columnar dimer phase that has been reported to be continuous
in the Ising universality class [5]. This phase transition occurs entirely in the singlet sector, and
the singlet-triplet gap remains open at the transition. This suggests that the same critical line
could also appear if one focuses on a QDM with a Hilbert space of nearest-neighbor singlets. In
the same spirit, for the J1− J2 spin-1 chain with three-site [6] or biquadratic [7] interaction, it
has been shown that the transition between the next-nearest-neighbor Haldane phase and the
dimerized phase is also Ising and occurs entirely in the singlet sector, with a singlet-triplet gap
that remains open as in the previous case. In the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) valence-
bond picture [8], two spin-1/2 dimer singlets emanate from every site, and the corresponding
constrained model is a quantum loop model (QLM) [9] in which a spin-1 singlet dimer is
associated with a trivial loop of length 2 (see below). The possibility to access such transitions
in the context of simpler models that only describe the singlet sector is interesting in itself
as a confirmation of the non-magnetic nature of the transition. It also opens the way to the
investigation of more complicated models in which a similar physics is expected to take place,
for instance frustrated spin-S chains with S>1.

An important difference between spin models and the QDM or QLM comes from the defi-
nition of the elementary degrees of freedom. While spin degrees of freedom are located at the
nodes of the lattice, the dimer degrees of freedom are associated with the bonds between the
sites. Besides, there is a local constraint that specifies the number of dimers emanating from
a given site. The associated Hilbert spaces are thus given by the complete set of fully packed
dimer or loop configurations, with a dimension that grows much more slowly with the number
of sites N than 2N resp. 3N for spin-1/2 or spin-1 models.

Along with the QDM and QLM, there are other constrained models that have attracted the
attention of condensed matter physicists over the past decades. Indeed, apart from their gen-
eral mathematical interest, constrained models are convenient toy models for many physical
problems. By reducing the Hilbert space around some particular constrained basis one can
focus on the essential properties of the low-energy sector, discarding less important higher-
energy effects. As we shall see, two of them are closely related to the QDM and QLM: a
hard-boson model introduced by Fendley et al [10], in which bosons are constrained to sit nei-
ther on the same site nor on neighboring sites, and a model of interacting anyons also known
as the Fibonacci chain [11], in which the Hilbert space is constructed according to fusion rules
that lead to local exclusions. In fact, we will show that all these models can be mapped onto
each other.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a detailed presentation
of all the models mentioned above (QDM, QLM, hard boson and anyons) and of the relation
between them, starting with the hard-boson model of Fendley et al [10] that will serve as
a reference throughout. In Section 3 we discuss the implementation of the quantum dimer
constraints in the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) algorithm. Section 4 is
devoted to the phase diagram of the QDM on a simple two leg ladder, and of the equivalent
hard-boson model. It includes an overview of the transition between the rung-dimer and the
period three phases, and a numerical investigation of the boundary-field correspondence at
the Ising tricritical point. In section 5, we discuss implications of these results for the phase
diagram of the QLM on a zig-zag ladder. Section 6 summarizes our main results.
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2 Models and mappings

2.1 Hard-boson model

In Ref. [10], Fendley et al. have studied a model of hard bosons d†
i , di , i.e.. bosons that satisfy

not only the constraint of hard-core bosons, n j(1− n j) = 0, but also the additional constraint
that they cannot sit on neighboring sites, i.e. the constraint n jn j+1 = 0. Their model is defined
by the following Hamiltonian:

HHB =
∑

j

�

−w(d†
j + d j) + Un j + V n j−1n j+1

�

. (2)

They have shown that this model has three main phases: a disordered phase that does not
break the translation symmetry, a charge density wave of period 2, and a charge density wave
of period 3. The nature of the transition out of the period 3 phase is a subtle problem that
has been recently revisited by Samajdar et al [12], and by the present authors [13] using the
algorithm described below. A full summary of the current understanding of the phase diagram
of this model will be given in Section 4.

2.2 Quantum Dimer Model

When defined on a two-leg ladder, the minimal version of the QDM given by Eq. 1 also has three
types of simple ground states. When vrung/J →−∞ and vleg/J → 0, the energy is minimized
by the state with a maximal number of flippable plaquettes with vertical dimers. It corre-
sponds to the rung dimer state sketched in Fig.1(a). By contrast, in the limit vleg/J → −∞
and vrung/J → 0 the energy is minimized by the state with a maximal number of flippable
plaquettes with horizontal dimers. Due to the quantum dimer constraint no more than one of
two consecutive plaquettes can carry leg dimers. It corresponds to a columnar phase in which
leg dimers facing each other occupy every other plaquette. One of these states is sketched in
Fig.1(b). When vrung/J = vleg/J → +∞ the system will minimize the number of flippable
plaquettes. On an infinite system, or on clusters with periodic boundary conditions, this is
achieved by the two staggered states in which all plaquettes are non-flippable (see Fig.1(c)).
These two states are not connected to the rest of the Hilbert space by the Hamiltonian of Eq.1,
and more generally by any local Hamiltonian. They constitute two separate sectors of the
Hilbert space, and they have zero energy for all parameters. If we exclude these two states
from the Hilbert space, the number of flippable plaquettes is minimized by the state that has
a sequence of rung dimer and flippable plaquettes with two dimers on the legs sketched in
Fig.1(d), so that every third plaquette is flippable with dimers on legs. Note that, on clusters
with open boundary conditions and vertical edges, there is no need to exclude the staggered
states from the Hilbert space since they are incompatible with the boundary conditions. In
the rest of the paper, we will concentrate on the QDM defined on a Hilbert space from which
non-flippable states (if any) are excluded.

(a) (d)(c)(b)

Figure 1: Sketches of (a) the rung dimer state, (b) one of the two columnar states,
(c) one of the two staggered states, and (d) one of the three period-three states. For
(b), (c) and (d), the other states can be obtained by translation.

This model can be mapped onto a hard boson model living on the plaquette in the following
way. To associate a hard boson configuration to a dimer configuration, put a boson on each
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plaquette with horizontal legs, and no boson on any other type of plaquette (see Fig. 2).
Since two plaquettes with horizontal legs cannot be nearest neighbors, the resulting boson
configuration satisfies the constraints of hard bosons. Conversely, any configuration of hard
bosons can be associated to a unique dimer configuration according to the following rules:
(i) Put a rung dimer between any pair of adjacent empty sites; (ii) Put two leg dimers on the
plaquette of any occupied site. These rules follow easily from the dimer constraint. So there
is a one to one correspondence between the Hilbert spaces of the two models.

The three operators entering the QDM model of Eq. 1 can be easily written in term of
hard-boson operators:

= d†
i + di (3)

because this term creates or destroys a pairs of neighboring dimers on the legs,

= ni (4)

because this term only counts the plaquettes with leg dimers, and

= (1− ni−1)(1− ni)(1− ni+1) (5)

because this term counts the sets of three consecutive plaquettes with no leg dimers.
Using the constraint nini+1 = 0, the last term can be rewritten

= 1− ni−1 − ni − ni+1 + ni−1ni+1. (6)

So, up to a constant, the QDM can be written in terms of hard bosons as:

HHB
QDM =

∑

j

�

−J(d†
j + d j) + (vleg − 3vrung)n j + vrung n jn j+2

�

. (7)

IsingQuantum dimer model Fibonacci anyonsHard bosons

1

0

Quantum loop model

Figure 2: Mapping between QDM, hard-boson, quantum loop, and Ising models on
two-leg ladder. At the tricritical Ising point these models have an exact mapping to
the Fibonacci anyon model.

It is also straightforward to rewrite the Hamiltonian of Eq.2 in terms of quantum dimer
operators:

HQDM
HB =

∑

Plaquettes

�

−ω
�

+ h.c.
�

+ U + V
�

, (8)

where the last term can be rewritten using Eq.4 and 6:

= + 3 . (9)
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Expressed in terms of single-plaquette variables, the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2 reads:

HHB =
∑

Plaquettes

�

−ω
�

+ h.c.
�

+ V + (U + 3V )
�

. (10)

This Hamiltonian obviously reduces to quantum dimer Hamiltonian of Eq.1 with coupling
constants:

J =ω; vrung = V ; vleg = U + 3V. (11)

Without loss of generality we will set w = 1 throughout the paper. Note that the model
reduces to the isotropic quantum dimer model when the last two coupling constants are equal,
i.e. along the line V + U/2= 0.

2.3 Quantum loop model

QDMs are natural effective models for spin-1/2 systems in the valence-bond basis. The valence
bond basis is also very useful to discuss the properties of spin-1 chains, but in that case, a spin
1 is first split into two spins 1/2, and two valence-bond singlets emanate from each site. The
resulting model in terms of dimers is then better described as a quantum loop model, with a
Hilbert space consisting of all possible coverings of the lattice with non-overlapping loops in
which each site belongs to one and only one loop. Since it is possible for two spins 1 to build
a singlet, trivial loops consisting of a double dimer connecting the same pair of sites have to
be included.

Such models can be useful in describing transitions in spin-1 models that take place entirely
in the singlet sector, for instance the transitions between the next-nearest neighbor (NNN)
Haldane phase and dimerized or trimerized phases, as reported in various frustrated spin-1
chains [6,7,14]. These phases are sketched in Fig.3(a-c). Since these frustrated chains include
a next-nearest neighbor coupling, they are better seen as zig-zag chains, or alternatively as
frustrated ladders, with two chains and a zig-zag coupling between them.

So, in the following, we will concentrate on the effective model defined by the following
Hamiltonian:

HQLM = −
∑

j

�

(r†
j r†

j+2l j l j+1 + h.c.) +δr†
j r†

j r j r j +
θ

2
(r j r

†
j r†

j r j + h.c.)
�

, (12)

where r† and l† create dimers on rungs and legs respectively. In a pictorial representation
Eq.12 takes the following form:

HQLM = −J
∑

Plaquettes

�

+ h.c.
�

−
∑

Rungs

�

δ + θ
�

, (13)

where the first sum runs over all plaquettes with either orientation and with single or with
double dimers on the rungs, while the second sum runs over all rungs with either orientation.
The Hamiltonian of Eq.13 acts on a constrained Hilbert space in which each lattice node is
connected by two and only two dimers with its nearest neighbors. Besides, for simplicity, we
exclude the states with double dimers on the legs since they are not necessary to describe the
transition between the next-nearest neighbor Haldane phase and the dimerized or trimerized
phases [6, 7, 14]. Besides, we exclude the Haldane state where all nearest-neigbor rungs are
occupied by a single dimer, as well as all the states derived from it by flipping plaquettes, for
essentially the same reason that led us to exclude the staggered states in the QDM: they consti-
tute a well separated sector, and they only exist on an infinite system or with periodic boundary
conditions. With open boundary conditions, these configurations have to be excluded since
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: Sketches of quantum dimer ground state in (a) the NNN-Haldane; (b)
the dimerized and (c) the trimerized phases. (d-f) examples of the other states that
satisfy the quantum loop constraint

the edge sites would have only one dimer. In Fig. 3(d-f), we provide a few examples of states
that satisfy the quantum loop constraint.

The first term of the Hamiltonian of Eq.12 is the straightforward generalization of the
traditional kinetic term of the QDM to the Hilbert space with two local degrees of freedom. It
flips pairs of dimers facing each other from rungs to legs and vice versa. The NNN-Haldane
state sketched in Fig.3(a) is the ground-state of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 12 at δ = θ = 0,
when only this term is present. The second term counts the number of rungs occupied by
two dimers. In the limit δ →∞, θ → 0, the ground state is the dimerized state with every
other rung occupied by a double dimer, as sketched in Fig.3(b). The ground-state is two-fold
degenerate and the translation symmetry is spontaneously broken. In the limit θ →∞ the
ground-state corresponds to the configuration with the maximal number of rungs occupied by
a single dimer. Since the Haldane phase is excluded, this is achieved by the trimerized state,
in which 2/3 of the nearest-neighbor bonds are occupied by a single dimer.

The QLM can be mapped on a model of hard bosons on the diagonal (zigzag) bonds of the
ladder as follows. First of all, associate to any diagonal bond the two leg bonds with which
it could build a triangle. Then, for any loop configuration, a diagonal bond is occupied by a
boson (ni = 1) if there is no dimer on that bond and on the associated leg bonds, and it is empty
otherwise (ni = 0). This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The constraint that two dimers have to start
from every site implies that a site occupied by a boson will never have another occupied site
as a neighbor. This construction thus associates to any loop configuration a configuration of
hard bosons. Conversely, any configuration of hard bosons defines a unique loop configuration
according to the following rules: (i) An isolated empty site corresponds to a double dimer; (ii)
For two or more consecutive empty sites, there is one dimer on the external diagonal bonds
and on all legs between them. These rules follow easily from the loop constraints and from
the absence of dimer on the diagonal bond and on its associated leg bonds for an occupied
site.

In terms of hard bosons, the first term of the QLM destroys or creates a boson on a rung
and can be written as:

+ h.c.= d†
j + d j . (14)

The second term is only non zero if the central rung bond has two dimers and the neighboring
bonds have no dimer, i.e. if the central bond has no boson and the neighboring ones are
occupied by one. It can thus be written in terms of hard bosons as:

= ni−1(1− ni)ni+1 = ni−1ni+1, (15)

where the hard boson constraint has been used to write the last equality. Finally, if a rung
is occupied by a single dimer, and since the Haldane configuration and its descendants are
excluded from the Hilbert space, one of the neighboring rungs and associated legs will have
to carry two bonds, and the other to be empty, so that the third term of the Hamiltonian can
be rewritten as:
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= (1 − ni−1)(1 − ni)ni+1 + ni−1(1 − ni)(1 − ni+1) = 2ni − 2ni−1ni+1, (16)

where Eqs. 4 and 6 have been used in the last equality. Therefore, the quantum loop Hamil-
tonian of Eq. 13 can be written in terms of hard bosons as:

HHB
QLM =

∑

j

�

−J(d†
j + d j)− 2θn j + (2θ −δ)n j−1n j+1

�

. (17)

Using the mapping of the QDM to the hard boson model, the quantum loop Hamiltonian of
Eq.13 can be rewritten as a QDM as:

HQDM
QLM =

∑

Plaquettes

�

−J
�

+ h.c.
�

+ (2θ −δ) + (4θ − 3δ)
�

. (18)

So the QLM is equivalent to the QDM Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 with coupling constants
vrung = 2θ −δ and vleg = 4θ − 3δ.

2.4 Fibonacci anyon chain

Quite remarkably, the dimension of the constrained Hilbert space of the QDM and of the hard-
boson model is equal to the Fibonacci number (see below), which is also the dimension of the
Hilbert space of the Fibonacci anyon chain introduced by Feiguin et al [11]. It is thus natural
to ask whether the two models are related. The Hamiltonian of the Fibonacci anyon chain can
be defined in terms of the τ-anyon occupation numbers ñi:

HFibonacci =
∑

i

�

−ñi−1σ
x
i ñi+1 +ϕ

3/2(ñi−1 + ñi+1 − 1)

− ϕ−3/2ñi−1ñi ñi+1 − (ϕ3/2 +ϕ−1/2)ñi−1ñi+1

�

, (19)

where σx
i is a Pauli matrix and ϕ = 1+

p
5

2 is the golden ratio. The fusion rules lead to the
constraint that at least one of two consecutive lattice sites is occupied by an anyon. It is thus
very similar to the hard-boson constraint if one performs a particle-hole transformation and
associates a hard boson with an empty site of the chain of anyons, and a τ-anyon with an
empty site of the hard-boson chain (see also Fig.2):

ñi = 1− ni . (20)

The first term is a hopping term, and the factor ñi−1ñi+1 requires sites i−1 and i+1 in the hard-
boson chain to be empty, so that site i can be either occupied or empty and σx

i just changes
the occupation at site i. If, by contrast σx

i is applied to a site i such that at least one of the
sites i − 1 or i + 1 is occupied, the result is equal to zero due to the hard-boson constraint. So
in the hard-boson language this term is simply given by:

ñi−1σ
x
i ñi+1 = d†

i + di . (21)

The other terms are trivially translated according to the particle-hole transformation. The
resulting Hamiltonian can be further simplified using the hard-boson constraint, leading to:

HFibonacci =
∑

j

�

−(d†
j + d j) + (3ϕ

−3/2 + 2ϕ−1/2)n j − (ϕ3/2 +ϕ−3/2 +ϕ−1/2)n j−1n j+1

�

. (22)

Using the fundamental property of the golden ratio ϕ = 1+ϕ−1, this can be rewritten:

HFibonacci =
∑

j

�

−(d†
j + d j) + (ϕ

5/2 −ϕ−5/2)n j −ϕ5/2n j−1n j+1

�

. (23)
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This is exactly the Hamiltonian of the tricritical Ising point of the hard-boson by Fendley et
al. [10], while the Hamiltonian H̃Fibonacci obained by changing the sign of the potential terms
is the Hamiltonian of the 3-state Potts critical point of that model (see below).

For completeness, we note that in terms of quantum dimer operators, the Fibonacci Hamil-
tonian takes the following form:

HFibonacci =
∑

Plaquettes

�

−
�

+ h.c.
�

−ϕ5/2 − (2ϕ5/2 + 3ϕ−5/2)
�

. (24)

3 Method: DMRG with quantum dimer constraint

Most of the numerical results in the present paper have been obtained with a Density Ma-
trix Renormalization Group (DMRG) algorithm [15–17], while most of the earlier numerical
investigations of quantum dimer models in the context of 2D models have been performed
either with exact diagonalizations (ED) or Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC). When DMRG has
been used, the quantum dimer constraint has not been encoded explicitly, but through an
additional term in the Hamiltonian that penalizes energetically the states that do not satisfy
the local constraints of the model [11, 18, 19]. In this section we explain how to explicitly
implement the local constraint in a variational Matrix Product States (MPS) algorithm.

First, we define dimer creation and annihilation operators on bond j:

S+j =

�

0 1
0 0

�

, S−j =

�

0 0
1 0

�

. (25)

A two-leg ladder with N rungs is described by 3N − 2 variables on the bonds of the ladder.
Each bond variable can be in one of two states: occupied or unoccupied. For convenience, the
bond variables are labeled in the way shown in Fig.4.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

...

Figure 4: Labeling of the bond variables of the two-leg ladder.

The first term in the QDM Hamiltonian is equal to S+j S−j+1S−j+2S+j+3 in terms of bond
operators, where j is the bond index of the left rung of the plaquette. The product operator
n j = S+j S−j counts the number of dimers on a selected bond j. For example, the last term of

the Hamiltonian of Eq.1 is given by = n jn j+3.
Matrix Product Operators (MPO) for the QDM Hamiltonians can be constructed using the

standard procedure explained for example in Ref. [16]. The explicit form of the MPO’s can be
found in App.B.

As mentioned above, there are two constraints that distinguish quantum dimer models
from conventional spin models: i) all sites on the original lattice belong to a dimer, so for a
two-leg ladder the total number of dimers is exactly equal to Nr ; ii) one site cannot belong
to more than one dimer, so there are no corner-sharing dimers. The implementation of these
two constraints in DMRG is rather advanced and to the best of our knowledge has not been
explained in the literature. Below we provide a detailed explanation for the quantum dimer
model. It is straightforward to generalize this approach to other types of local constraints. An
example can be found in Appendix D, where an explicit algorithm is described for the QLM.

9
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In ED the above constraints are imposed by removing from the basis of the full Hilbert
space the vectors that do not contain the right number of dimers or that contain corner-sharing
dimers. Then the Hamiltonian is diagonalized within this new basis using one of the standard
routines, e.g. Lanczos algorithm. In DMRG the whole system is split into left and right en-
vironments and a central part, usually containing one or two sites. When all three parts are
contracted and form a network usually called an effective Hamiltonian, the states that do not
satisfy the QDM constraints must be removed and the effective Hamiltonian diagonalized in
the reduced basis. Since the quantum dimer constraints are purely local, we propose to select
the good basis states at each level of the algorithm: for the right and left environments we keep
only states allowed by the QDM constraints, and the dimension of the physical bonds in multi-
site MPO is also reduced by filtering out the states that do not satisfy the QDM constraints.
Finally, the good basis states are further selected when contracting the effective Hamiltonian.

In order to implement the quantum dimer constraints in the left and right environments,
we introduce the binary labels ’0’ and ’1’. These labels distinguish two sectors of the Hilbert
space, and thus can be treated as auxiliary quantum numbers of the model. For concreteness
let us consider the construction of the left environment sketched in Fig.5. The subsystem with
only one rung is labeled by ’0’ if it contains a dimer and by ’1’ if the bond is empty. If the first
rung is occupied by a dimer, legs 2 and 3 remain unoccupied to satisfy the QDM constraints.
By contrast, if the fist rung is empty, legs 2 and 3 are occupied by two dimers, otherwise the
original site will remain unpaired. If the state of the left environment that contains the rung
1 and the legs 2 and 3 is labeled by ’1’, rung 4 cannot be occupied by a dimer, and the state
becomes ’0’, whereas if it is labeled by ’0’ rung ’4’ can be either occupied or empty which leads
to the states ’0’ or ’1’ respectively. Fig.5(b) summarizes the general rules for the construction
of the basis. The generalization to the right environment is straightforward.

0
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1
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0

1
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0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

Figure 5: Construction of all possible states of the left block (see main text for details)

To summarize, the states of the left environment are labeled by ’0’ and ’1’ with the following
rule: For a left subsystem that ends with a rung j, the left environment is labeled by ’1’ if
there is no dimer either on the rung ’j’ or on the legs ( j − 1) and ( j − 2). Otherwise, the left
environment is labeled by ’0’. States that terminate with legs are labeled by the same number
as the last rung. This is true because on a ladder attaching two legs does not change the size
of the Hilbert space of each sector. This implies that the MPS on the legs can be represented
as a block-diagonal matrix that consists of only identity blocks and zero blocks.
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0 + + 0 0 + + 1 1 + + 0

Figure 6: Fusion rules to construct left and right environments.
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Figure 7: (a) Graphical representation of four-site MPO. The filter tensor allows to
pass through only those states that are not forbidden by quantum dimer model listed
in (b). The index of each configuration of (b) in the full basis of four-site Hamiltonian
can be obtained using, for example, binary representation with "0" corresponds to a
dimer and "1" to an empty bond as shown below each sketch

Importantly, the size of each sector ’0’ and ’1’ of the environments grows with the number
of rungs n as the Fibonacci series: Ω0(n) = F(n) andΩ1(n) = F(n−1), with F(0) = F(1) = 1.
The total size of the Hilbert space for the left and right environments also grows as a Fibonacci
series and is given by F(n) +F(n− 1) = F(n+ 1). It is easy to check that in the system with
nl rungs in the left and nr rungs in the right environments and with two-rung MPO shown in
Fig.7(b) the total Hilbert space is given by:

H = 2F(nl)F(nr) +F(nl)F(nr − 1) +F(nl − 1)F(nr) +F(nl − 1)F(nr − 1)

= F(nl + nr) +F(nl)F(nr + 1) +F(nl − 1)F(nr)

= F(nl + nr) +F(nl + nr + 1) = F(nl + nr + 2), (26)

where we used the property of the Fibonacci numbersF(m)F(n)+F(m−1)F(n−1) = F(m+n),
valid for series defined by the initial values F(0) = 1 and F(1) = 1. The explicit implementa-
tion of the QDM constraint thus allows us to reduce the size of the Hilbert space from 23Nr+1

to Fibonacci number F(Nr), in agreement with Ref. [20]. This implies that the Hilbert space
only grows approximately as Ω0(Nr) ≈ ϕNr ≈ 1.6Nr instead of Ω(Nr) ≈ 8Nr , the size of the
Hilbert space of the model when the QDM constraints are replaced by terms that penalize
energetically the states that do not fulfill the constraints.

It is worth mentioning that the approach we suggest is not the first attempt to target the
reduced Hilbert space of a constrained model with tensor network algorithms. In the context
of anyons, the anyonic fusion tree has been encoded explicitly first into MERA [21, 22] and
more recently into TEBD [23,24] through an auxiliary ’fusion tensor’. The role of this tensor is
to select the states from the MPS tensor that satisfy the constraint and to discard all the other
ones. Since in our approach we do not write the full tensor of the unconstrained Hilbert space
but directly select blocks of allowed states (and perform the SVD decomposition on each block
separately), the computational cost of the method presented here is lower. Due to braiding
in Fibonacci anyons, there is a selected direction that suggests another way to implement an
explicit local constraint. It has been proposed to associate a variable with the link shared by
left and right environments so that each of them has a block-diagonal form with respect to
this variable [25]. In quantum dimer ladders, we label the environment blocks by the states of
the last rung which, according to our mapping, is located between or connects two Fibonacci
anyons. In this sense our approach is similar to the one employed in Ref. [25]. However,
we enforce the QDM constraint not only when diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian but
also at each local MPS tensor. This reduces the space necessary to store the wave-function
(intermediate or final) and facilitates the following computation of observables.
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Note that there is a fundamental difference between the implementation of the QDM and
QLM (see App. D) constraint and the implementation of the hard-boson constraint into MPS.
Since hard-boson degrees of freedom are associated with QDM plaquettes, or legs, then la-
beling the left or right environment by the state of its last site, ’1’ for site occupied with a
boson and ’0’ for empty site, one can easily convince oneself that, while a block of states ’1’ of
the left environment can only be connected to a block of states ’0’ of the right environment,
a left block of states ’0’ can be connected to any state on the right. In this case, the tensors
do not have a simple block diagonal form. Inspired by the implementation for the Fibonacci
anyons [25], one can implement the hard-boson constraint by breaking the symmetry between
left and right environments and use the states of one environment, e.g. the left one, to label
the states of both environments. In this case the block-diagonal structure of each MPS tensor
in the right environment cannot be preserved, but the hard-boson constraint can be satisfied
explicitly when diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian. To summarize, we find it much more
convenient to use the quantum dimer version of the model to work out numerically the phase
diagram of all models listed above, and this is what we have done.

In all simulations, we keep all states with Schmidt values larger than 10−12. We perform
up to twelve sweeps and keep up to 2200 states. In order to calculate the excitation spectrum
close to criticality we perform two or three additional sweeps without increasing significantly
the number of kept states, during which several low-lying energies of the effective Hamiltonian
are calculated. Further details of the method can be found in Ref. [26].

4 Quantum dimer model

4.1 Phase diagram in the hard-boson language

The ground-state phase diagram of the quantum dimer model defined by the Hamiltonian of
Eq.10, i.e. using the natural variables of the hard-boson model, or equivalently of the hard-
boson model of Eq. 2, is shown in Fig.8. It is drawn after Refs. [10] and [13]. It consists
of three main gapped phases: a rung dimer phase, a period-three phase, and a columnar leg
phase, and of a very narrow critical incommensurate phase along part of the boundary be-
tween the period-three phase and the disordered phases (see below). In the large-U limit, the
system is in the rung-dimer phase. It corresponds to the most flippable state and thus mini-
mizes the energy of the second term. When the coupling constant of the next-nearest-neighbor
plaquettes interaction V + U/2 is large and negative the system is in the columnar leg phase
- every other plaquette contains two dimers on its legs as sketched in Fig.8. The translation
symmetry is spontaneously broken and the ground state is two-fold degenerate. The phase
transition between the columnar leg phase and the rung dimer phase is first order below the

Ising tricritical point located at U = −V + 1/V and V = −ϕ5/2 = −
�

(
p

5+ 1)/2
�5/2

and is
continuous in the Ising universality class above it. The period-three phase corresponds to the
least flippable state. It spontaneously breaks the translation symmetry, and in the thermody-
namic limit (or on periodic clusters with a number of rungs multiple of 3), the ground state is
three-fold degenerate.

The critical theory along the phase boundary between the period-three and the rung-dimer
phase is probably the most subtle aspect of this phase diagram. There is an integrable line
along which the transition has been shown to be in the 3-state Potts universality class [10].
This Potts point is located at U = −V + 1/V and V = ϕ5/2 =

�

(
p

5+ 1)/2
�5/2

. Away from
this Potts point, there is a relevant chiral perturbation, and the transition has either to be
in the chiral universality class proposed by Huse and Fisher [27], or to occur through an
intermediate critical floating phase. Using Bethe ansatz, Fendley et al have proven that such a
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Figure 8: Combined phase diagram of the quantum dimer model defined by the
Hamiltonian of Eq.10, and of the hard-boson model of Eq. 2 as a function of the nat-
ural coupling constants of the hard-boson model U and V . It contains three gapped
phases: the rung dimer phase, the columnar leg dimer phase, and the period-three
phase. Sketches of the phases in both the QDM language (top) and hard-boson model
(bottom) are included. The nature of the transition between the rung-dimer phase
and the period-three phase changes along the critical line: (i) It is the three-state
Potts universality class at the critical point (open dark red circle) on the integrable
line (dotted line); (ii) In the vicinity of the integrable point the transition is chiral in
the Huse-Fisher universality class [27]; (iii) Far from the Potts point the transition is
through an intermediate floating phase in the Luttinger liquid universality class. The
width of the critical phase is smaller than the width of the red line. The transition
between the columnar leg and rung dimer phases is continuous in the Ising univer-
sality class (green line) above the tricritical Ising point (open green circle) and first
order (thick black line) below it.

floating phase has to be present far from the Potts point in the limit U →−∞. More recently,
Samajdar et al [12] have shown that, above the Potts point, the dynamical exponent is larger
than 1, consistent with a chiral transition. Since then, the present authors [13] have used
the algorithm of Section 3 to come with strong evidence that there is indeed an intermediate
critical phase far from the Potts point, for large negative U (U < −4.5), in agreement with
Fendley et al [10], but also for large V (V > 6). However, close to the Potts point, they found
that the scaling of the wave-vector and of the correlation lengths are consistent with the chiral
universality class of Huse and Fisher, in agreement with Samajdar et al [12] for the region
above and not too far from the Potts point.

Finally, the disorder line that separates commensurate and incommensurate regions of
the rung dimer phase has been determined numerically and is in excellent agreement with
U = −3V + 1/V . The properties along this line have been studied analytically by Lesanovsky
[28]. For U →−∞ the Ising critical line asymptotically approaches this disorder line.

4.2 Phase diagram in the QDM language

To make contact with the usual form of QDM easier, we show in Fig.9 the ground-state phase
diagram of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 as a function of vrung and vleg. As expected, in the limit
vrung→−∞ system is in the rung-dimer phase. For vleg→−∞ the ground-state corresponds
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to the columnar legs state. And the period-three phase is stabilized in the right upper corner of
the phase diagram. There is an incommensurate critical phase between the period-three phase
and the rung dimer for vleg < 3.4 and for vleg > 19, while between these values the transition
is expected to be in the chiral universality class of Huse and Fisher. Therefore, in the isotropic
quantum dimer model with vrung = vleg the transition between the period-three phase and the
rung dimer phase takes place through an intermediate critical phase with incommensurate
correlations. The disorder line crosses the line of the isotropic QDM ladder at the Rokshar-
Kivelson point. A detailed discussion of the phase diagram of the isotropic QDM can be found
in App.C.
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Figure 9: Phase diagram of the quantum dimer model Eq. 1 as a function of its
natural coupling constants vleg and vrung. It is just a reformulation of that of Fig.8
with vrung = V and vleg = U + 3V . The dashed line stands for the isotropic QDM
defined by vrung = vleg and studied in details in App.C.

4.3 Ising transition

4.3.1 Ising critical line

The transition between the columnar leg and rung dimer phases is first order below the tricrit-
ical Ising point and continuous above it. Fig.10 provides numerical evidence in favor of Ising
criticality at V = 2.

As an order parameter we take the dimerization on the legs D( j, Nr) = 〈|nleg( j)−nleg( j+1)|〉.
In terms of hard-bosons this operator is defined by D( j, Nr) = 〈|nHB( j)−nHB( j+1)|〉. By look-
ing at the finite-size scaling of the dimerization computed in the middle of the chain with open
and free boundary conditions, we associate the critical line with the separatrix in the log-log
plot as shown in Fig.10(a). We also extract the critical exponent by looking at the profile of
the dimerization in finite-size chains with fixed boundary conditions : hard bosons on the first
and last site, or equivalently plaquettes with two leg dimers (see Fig.10(b)).

The central charge has been extracted at the critical point from the scaling of the entangle-
ment entropy with the block size in open systems. Following Ref. [29], we defined the reduced
entanglement entropy S̃N (n) as the one with removed Friedel oscillations:

S̃N (n) = SN (n)− ζ〈SnSn+1〉, (27)

where ζ is an adjustable parameter to whose value is chosen to best remove the oscillations.
Then, according to CFT, the reduced entanglement entropy scales with the conformal distance
d(n) = 2N

π sin
�

πn
N

�

according to [30]:

S̃N (n) =
c
6

ln d(n) + s1 + log g . (28)
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The results agree within a few percent with the CFT predictions.
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Figure 10: Numerical evidence in favor of an Ising transition in the hard-boson
model. (a) Finite-size scaling of the dimerization computed in the middle of the
chain with free boundary conditions. The quantum critical point for V = 2 corre-
sponds to the straight line at U ≈ −5.8902. The corresponding critical exponent
d ≈ 0.128 agrees within 3% with the Ising prediction 1/8. (b) Decay of the Friedel
oscillations away from the edges (see main text for boundary conditions). The crit-
ical exponent again agrees within 3% with the Ising prediction 1/8. (c) Scaling of
the reduced entanglement entropy with the conformal distance. The value obtained
for the central charge agrees with the Ising prediction c = 1/2 within 4%

4.3.2 Boundary-field correspondence at the tricritical Ising point

The location of the tricritical Ising point is known exactly [10]:

V = −ϕ5/2; U = −V +
1
V

. (29)

The CFT prediction for the central charge is c = 7/10, and fixed boundary conditions to the
state at the first and last plaquettes are expected to induce Friedel oscillations in the number
of dimers on the legs of the form D( j)∝ 1

[Nr sin(π j/Nr )]
d , where D( j) = |〈nl( j)−nl( j+1)〉|, and

d is the critical exponent for theσ spin operator given by d = hσ+h̄σ =
3
80+

3
80 = 0.075 for the

Ising tricritical CFT. Our numerical results presented in Fig.11(a-b) are in excellent agreement
with these predictions. In this section we take advantage of the exact location of the tricritical
point and of this good agreement for simple boundary conditions to study the effect of the
boundary conditions on the excitation spectrum of the tricritical Ising model, and to confirm
numerically the CFT prediction for the boundary-field correspondence.

The correspondence between the primary fields and the boundary conditions for the tricrit-
ical Ising model has been worked out by Affleck [31]. It has been shown that fully polarized
boundary conditions are associated with the identity and energy density conformal towers, for
example | ↑〉↔ I and | ↓〉↔ ε′′ (the choice between the two is arbitrary), while unpolarized
boundary conditions correspond to one of the spin conformal towers |0〉 ↔ σ′. By contrast
to the Ising critical point, partially polarized boundary conditions are different from the fully
polarized ones in the tricritical Ising CFT: |0 ↑〉 =↔ ε and |0 ↓〉 ↔ ε′. The correspondence
between these notations and the original ones in Ref. [31] is the following: | ↑〉 = |(+)〉,
| ↓〉= |(−)〉, |0 ↑〉= |(0+)〉 and |0 ↓〉= |(0−)〉.

The correspondence between the boundary conditions of the hard boson model or of the
quantum dimer model and those of the tricritical Ising theory is based on the mapping shown
in Fig.2. We associate a quantum dimer ladder with dimers on the first pair of legs with | ↑〉
polarized boundary conditions. For the hard boson chain, this corresponds to occupied edge
sites. Due to the quantum dimer constraint only every other plaquette can have a pair of leg
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Figure 11: (a) Friedel oscillations at the tricritical Ising point induced by fixed bound-
ary conditions with first and last sites occupied by bosons. (b) Scaling of the reduced
entanglement entropy with the conformal distance d(n). Green and blue dots are
DMRG data for ladders with Nr = 200 and Nr = 400 rungs respectively. Red lines
are the results of the fit with CFT predictions. In (b) the results for Nr = 200 are
shifted vertically by −0.05 for clarity.

dimers. Equivalently, only every other site can be occupied by a hard boson. This implies
that the quantum dimer and hard boson models at the tricritical point are equivalent to the
antiferromagnetic Ising model. Thus, we associate the quantum dimer ladder with bound-
ary conditions and even number of rungs with the | ↑〉, | ↑〉 ↔ I tricritical Ising tower and
the ladder with boundary conditions and odd number of rungs with the | ↑〉, | ↓〉 ↔ ε′′

tower. According to Fig.12, these boundary conditions correspond to boson-boson in hard bo-
son model, and to double dimer - double dimer in the quantum loop model. The boundary
condition with a rung dimer on the fist rung is associated with unpolarized boundary condi-
tions and the resulting towers do not depend on the number of rungs. It implies that the ,

boundary condition corresponds to theσ′ conformal tower and that the , boundary condition
corresponds to a superposition of two towers I + ε′′.

IsingQuantum dimer Hard bosons CFTQuantum loop
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odd odd even1 1
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Figure 12: Table of boundary field correspondence for the quantum dimer, hard-
boson, and quantum loop models at the tricritical Ising point. Partially polarized
boundary conditions are marked with 0 ↑ and 0 ↓ for Ising variables and with the
letter ’w’ and light gray color for weak effective boundary field.

The DMRG results for the energy spectrum of the quantum dimer model for different types
of fixed boundary conditions are presented in Fig.13. They are in good agreement with the
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Figure 13: Finite-size scaling of the energy at the tricritical Ising point in the quan-
tum dimer ladder with fixed boundary conditions. (a)-(d) Finite-size scaling of the
universal term of the ground-state energy. (e)-(h) Finite-size scaling of the excitation
energy with the inverse number of rungs. Blue dots are DMRG results. The velocities
indicated in each panel are obtained by a numerical fit of the ground-state energy
(a-d) or of the lowest excitation energies (e-h). Color lines are CFT predictions. The
degeneracy of each level matches the CFT predictions, indicated as columns below
the primary fields inside each panel.

CFT prediction.
Using fusion rules we have identified the conformal towers that appear in Ising chain with

partially polarized or mixed boundary conditions:

|0 ↑〉, |0 ↑〉↔ ε ⊗ ε = I + ε′

|0 ↑〉, |0 ↓〉↔ ε ⊗ ε′ = ε + ε′′

|0 ↑〉, |0〉= ε ⊗σ′ = σ
|0 ↑〉, | ↑〉= ε ⊗ I = ε

|0 ↑〉, | ↓〉= ε ⊗ ε′′ = ε′ .

In order to determine the boundary conditions of the quantum dimer ladder that corre-
spond to the partially polarized boundary conditions of the Ising chain, we have calculated
the finite-size excitation spectrum as a function of the external boundary field h applied on the
first and last rungs. The excitation spectrum for Nr = 240 rungs as a function of the boundary
field in the range from −10J to 6J is shown in Fig.14(a). For large and negative field the
energy spectrum corresponds to that with rung dimers at the edges and thus to free boundary
conditions for the tricritical model. For high field the excitation spectrum is given by the iden-
tity conformal tower and corresponds to the fully polarized and aligned boundary conditions
of the tricritical model. Between the two regimes the structure of the excitation spectrum is
very different. It approaches the CFT prediction for partially polarized boundary conditions at
h≈ −2J .

In Fig.14(b-k) we present the finite-size scaling of the ground-state energy and of the exci-
tation spectrum with external fields that correspond to partially polarized boundary conditions.
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Figure 14: (a) Finite-size excitation spectrum as a function of the external boundary
field applied at the first and last rungs of the ladder. Blue dots are DMRG data. Red,
blue and green lines corresponds to the CFT prediction for I, ε′′, and ε′ towers and
v = 3.77. (b-f) Finite-size scaling of the ground-state energy for various boundary
conditions, indicated on top of each panel. ’W’ corresponds to the weak boundary
field h = −2. (g-k) Finite-size scaling of the excitation energies with various bound-
ary conditions. Blue dots are DMRG data. The velocities indicated in each panel are
obtained by a numerical fit of the ground-state energy (a-f) or of the lowest excita-
tion energies (g-k). Color lines are CFT prediction for partially polarized and mixed
boundary conditions. The degeneracy of each level matches the CFT predictions,
indicated as columns below the primary fields inside each panel.

The agreement between the CFT prediction for the conformal towers and the DMRG results
for the excitation spectrum is excellent. By contrast the finite-size scaling of the ground-state
energy is not as good. In particular, the velocity quoted in panel (d) seems to be off by a factor
larger than 2, but this is probably due to the fact that the coefficient is very small, leading to
a big uncertainty.

5 Quantum loop model

The ground-state phase diagram of the QLM of Eq.18 is presented in Fig.15. When both terms
that favor dimerization and trimerization are small, the system is in the next-nearest neighbor
(NNN) Haldane phase with a single dimer on every leg bond. When the coupling constant θ
is large the system is in the trimerized phase. The transition between the trimerized and the
NNN-Haldane phases is in the three-state Potts universality class through the integrable point
located at δ = −ϕ−5/2 and θ = (ϕ5/2 +ϕ−5/2)/2, it occurs through an intermediate floating
phase for θ > 2.3 and for δ < −4.7, and it is a direct transition in the Huse-Fisher chiral
universality class [27] otherwise. At large δ, the system is in the dimerized phase. There is
no direct transition between the dimerized and trimerized phase in this phase diagram. The
transition between the NNN-Haldane phase and the dimerized phase is first order below the
tricritical Ising point and continuous in the Ising universality class beyond it. In this phase
diagram the tricritical Ising point is located at δ = ϕ−5/2 and θ = −(ϕ5/2 +ϕ−5/2)/2.

By analogy with the QDM, the quantum loop constraint can also be encoded explicitly in
MPS. All states can be grouped into three sectors labeled with different auxiliary quantum
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Figure 15: Phase diagram of the quantum loop model of Eq.13 as a function of δ
and θ . It has been deduced from the hard boson phase diagram shown of Fig.8 using
δ = −U − V and θ = −U/2

numbers. As in the QDM, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the quantum num-
bers of the left and right blocks, although in the quantum loop model the non-zero couplings
correspond to the secondary diagonal. The details of the implementation are presented in
Appendix D.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that the quantum dimer model on a two-leg ladder, the quantum loop model
on a zig-zag ladder, and the hard-boson chain with next-nearest neighbor interactions can
be rigorously mapped onto each other, defining a unique quantum model that lives in a con-
strained Hilbert space. This mapping has been instrumental in realizing that the quantum
dimer and quantum loop models, for which very little was known, must have a rich phase
diagram with period-two and period-three phases on top of a disordered phase, a result that
has been established several years ago in the context of the hard-boson model [10].

Conversely, this mapping has led to a significant improvement in the numerical investiga-
tion of the hard boson model. Indeed, we have also shown that for the quantum dimer model
(and in fact also for the quantum loop model) is it possible to implement simply and directly
the quantum dimer constraint in a DMRG algorithm. This leads to a significant reduction of the
dimension of the Hilbert space that allows one to perform simulations on systems with thou-
sands of rungs. This algorithm has led to a better understanding of the nature of the transition
between the period-three phase and the disordered phase of the hard-boson model [13].

Building further on the efficiency of this constrained DMRG algorithm, and taking advan-
tage of the fact that the location of the Ising tricritical point is known exactly, we have also
investigated numerically the correspondence between the boundary conditions of the quantum
dimer ladder and the primary fields of the Ising tricritical point. In particular, we were able to
drive the model into the regime that corresponds to the tricritical Ising model with partially
polarized boundary conditions and to check numerically, to the best of our knowledge for the
first time, the predictions of CFT for these boundary conditions.

We have also shown that the Fibonacci anyon chain can be rigorously mapped onto the
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Ising tricritical point or the Potts critical point of these models depending on the overall sign
of the potential terms of the Hamiltonian.

Coming back to the original motivation of this work, the investigation of effective models
that describe transitions in spin chains and ladders that take place entirely in the singlet sector,
we have shown that the QDM on a two leg ladder indeed has an Ising transition and can serve
as a minimal model to study such transitions in spin-1/2 ladders, with the advantage that one
can reach much larger systems than with standard DMRG with spin-1/2 degrees of freedom.

The generalization to a quantum loop model opens new perspectives. Indeed, beyond
providing a very appealing picture of the Ising transition of the frustrated spin-1 chain between
the NNN Haldane phase and the dimerized phase [6], it predicts that the transition between the
NNN Haldane phase and a trimerized phase could be (i) chiral in the Huse-Fisher universality
class; (ii) through an intermediate critical phase with incommensurate correlations separated
from the gapped phase by Kosterlitz-Thouless and Pokrovsky-Talapov continuous transitions;
(iii) direct in the three-state Potts universality class if the relevant chiral perturbation is absent;
(iv) first order. Such a transition has been detected in the spin-1 bilinear-biquadratic zig-zag
ladder [14], and it has been concluded that it must be first-order since the singlet-triplet gap
does not close. It would be interesting to revisit this model to check for the presence of a gap
closing in the singlet sector, and possibly of a chiral transition or of a critical incommensurate
phase.
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A Mapping to Ising model

Although we have not used this mapping, it is worth mentioning that the quantum dimer model
of Eq. 1 can also be mapped on a spin-1/2 Ising model in longitudinal and transverse fields
according to the following rules (see Fig.2): all plaquettes that contain two dimers on the legs
are assigned a spin | ↑〉, all other plaquettes a spin | ↓〉. In terms of these Ising variables, the
Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 is equivalent to the V1→ +∞ limit of the Hamiltonian

H̃ Ising
QDM =

∑

i

�

vrung

�

Sz
i−1 −

1
2

��

Sz
i+1 −

1
2

�

+ (vleg − vrung)S
z
i − 2JS x

i

+ V1

�

Sz
i +

1
2

��

Sz
i+1 +

1
2

��

, (30)

where the first term counts the number of flippable plaquettes, both with dimers on legs or
dimers on rungs; the second term counts the number of plaquettes with two dimers on legs;
the third term is off-diagonal and thus corresponds to the hopping term; finally, the last term
has been introduced to satisfy the hard-core constraint in the V1 → +∞ limit. Alternatively,
the model can be simply defined by the Hamiltonian

H Ising
QDM =
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vrung
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Sz
i−1 −
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��

Sz
i+1 −
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�
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z
i − 2JS x

i

�

(31)
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acting in the constrained Hilbert space from which all configurations with neighboring ↑ spins
are excluded.

B Matrix Product Operator

In this appendix, we provide a compact representation of the Matrix Product Operators (MPO)
for the quantum dimer ladder defined by Eq.1. For clarity, zero entries in MPO are marked
with dots.

Hrung =











I . . . .
S+ . . . .
S− . . . .

S+S− . . . .
. −JS+ −JS− vrungS+S− I











, (32)

Hleg1
=











I . . . . .
. S− . . . .
. . S+ . . .
. . . I . .
. . . . vlegS+S− I











, (33)

Hleg2
=















I . . . .
. S− . . .
. . S+ . .
. . . I .

S+S− . . . .
. . . . I















. (34)

C Quantum dimer line

To make contact with the literature on QDM on 2D lattices, where there is only one type of
plaquette, we give a brief overview of the essential properties of the isotropic quantum dimer
ladder defined by Eq.1 with vrung = vleg. The phase diagram is shown in Fig.16 and contains
two gapped phases, a rung dimer phase, and a period-three phase, and a narrow critical in-
commensurate phase between them (the properties of each phase are described in the main
text). The quantum phase transition between the rung dimer phase and the critical phase is
expected to be in the Kosterlitz-Thouless universality class, while the phase transition between
the critical phase and the period three phase is a continuous commensurate-incommensurate
transition in Pokrovsky-Talapov universality class.

As for its 2D cousins, there is a Rokhsar-Kivelson (RK) point [1] at J = v where the super-
position of all dimer coverings with equal weight is a ground state. If we had not excluded the
staggered states from the Hilbert space, a first order transition would take place at that point
between the rung dimer phase and the staggered phase. With the exclusion of the staggered
states, the model remains in the rung dimer phase up to v/J ≈ 2.67. The RK point is nev-
ertheless a special point: it coincides with the disorder point beyond which the short-range
correlations become incommensurate.

For further reference in the general context of the QDM on various lattices, let us give some
numerical results specific to this special case. The rung-rung correlations can be well fitted by
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Figure 16: Phase diagram of quantum dimer model on two-leg ladder. Rung dimer
phase is connected to the period-three phase via critical incommensurate phase. The
width of the critical phase is smaller than the width of the red line. Short-range
correlations in the rung dimer phase are commensurate before the Rokhsar-Kivelson
point and incommensurate beyond.

the Ornstein-Zernicke form given by:

〈nrung(0)nrung( j)〉 ∝
e− j/ξ

p

j
cos(q j +ϕ0), (35)

treating ξ, q and ϕ0 as a fitting parameters. An example of fit is shown in Fig.17(a). The
resulting wave-vector is equal to q = 2π/3 in the period three-phase. Then, upon decreasing
v/J , it slowly increases and reaches q = π at the Rokhsar-Kivelson point V = 1 as shown
in Fig.17(b). The coincidence of the disorder point with the Rokhsar-Kivelson point has been
noticed earlier by Lesanovsky in the context of a model of strongly interacting one-dimensional
Rydberg lattice gas model [32]. At this point, the correlation length has a kink - see Fig.17(d).
This is a generic property of a disorder line [33, 34]. Around the transition at V ≈ 2.67, the
correlation length has a very pronounced peak (see Fig.17(c)).
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Figure 17: (a) Example of the fitting of the rung-rung correlations to the Ornstein-
Zernicke form of Eq.35 for ladder with Nr = 481 rungs, V = 2.5 and U = −2V . Blue
dots are DMRG data, reg line are the result of the four-parameters fit. (b) Wave-vector
q as a function of V . (c-d) Correlation length as a function of V has a pronounced
peak around the critical point V ≈ 2.67 (c) and a sharp minimum distinct for the
disorder line at V ≈ 1 (d).

The transition between the period-three and the rung-dimer phase takes place at U ≈ −5.358
so inside the region where we believe the transition is through the floating phase. The numer-
ical results are consistent with the presence of a very narrow critical incommensurate phase,
but the finite-size effects are very strong because the wave-vector changes very little, and we
cannot reach sizes where the Kosterlitz-Thouless and Pokrovsky-Talapov transitions would be
clearly visible as separate transitions.

D DMRG with quantum loop constraint

The implementation of an MPS algorithm that takes into account the constraint directly for
the QLM is also possible, and, as for the QDM but unlike the hard-boson case, it also leads
to a simple formulation where left and right environments are in one to one correspondence.
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To implement this algorithm, we follow the procedure described in Sec.3. We start with the
construction of all possible dimer coverings of the left environments. By contrast to the single-
dimer quantum dimer model, the two-dimer version requires three quantum numbers or labels.
We label states with no unpaired dots by ’0’. States that contain two unpaired dots are labeled
by ’1’ if the two dots belong to two different sites and by ’2’ if the two dots belong to the same
node.

The build-up procedure of the left environment is sketched in Fig.18. As in the case of
the single-dimer QDM, the states of the legs are completely defined by the quantum label of
the preceding rung: the leg is occupied by a dimer if the environment is labeled by ’1’, and
remains empty otherwise. This implies that the on-site tensors on the legs consist of identity
and zero blocks. Note that, quite importantly, the blocks of the left and right environments can
be connected through the following rule: (L, R) = {(2, 0), (1, 1), (0,2)}. This implies that in
order to connect two environments with a single square matrix of Schmidt values, the matrix
has to be built out of three blocks placed on the secondary diagonal, and each block is a
diagonal matrix with, as diagonal elements, the Schmidt values of the selected sector. The
whole construction illustrated in Fig.18 can be summarized in the five fusion rules sketched
in Fig.19.
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Figure 18: (a) Construction of all possible states of the left block for the QLM (see
main text for details)

0 + 2 1 + 0 1 + 1 2 + 0 2 + 1

Figure 19: Fusion rules for the quantum loop model on a zig-zag ladder with two
dimers per node. A nearest-neighbor bond (rung) can be empty or occupied by one
or two dimers, while a next-nearest-neighbor bond (leg) can be occupied by a single
dimer or empty.
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The matrix product operator of the QLM on a rung takes the following form:

Hrung =















Ir . . . . .
. . . Ir . .
. . . . Ir .

r† . . . . .
r . . . . .

−δn2 − θn1 −J r† −J r . . Ir















, (36)

with

Ir =





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



 , r =





0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0



 , n2 =





1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0



 , n1 =





0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0



 , (37)

while the MPO on legs is diagonal:

Hleg =















Il . . . . .
. l . . . .
. . l† . . .
. . . l . .
. . . . l† .
. . . . . Il















, (38)

with

Il =

�

1 0
0 1

�

, l =

�

0 0
1 0

�

. (39)

Note that the size of the local Hilbert space on a rung is of dimension three since it can be
occupied by two dimers (trivial loop), a single dimer or no dimer at all, while the local Hilbert
space on a leg bond is only of dimension two (empty or single dimer) since we have excluded
states with double dimers on the leg bonds from the Hilbert space. As pointed out above, the
leg tensors are trivial, so at each DMRG iterations we optimize two non-trivial rung tensors,
and therefore run a three-site routine. As in the case of the single-dimer QDM, we contract the
MPO of two rungs with a leg between them into a single large tensor and filter out the physical
states that do not satisfy the QDM constraints. All possible states of the three-site Hamiltonian
and the corresponding labels for the left and right environments are sketched in Fig.20

(b)
0 0 01 1 1 12

16 15 11 14

01 12 2 2 2 2

13 5 8 7

R L R

Filter

Filter

=

(a)

Figure 20: (a) Graphical representation of the three-site MPO. The filter tensor selects
states that do not violate the QLM constraints. (b) Sketch of all possible states of the
filtered three-site MPO in (a). The numbers on the left and right of each sketch
indicate the quantum number of the left and right environments respectively. The
number below is the index of each configuration in the full three-site Hilbert space
(the first vector has index 0).

We have tested this algorithm on the phase diagram of the QLM, and as expected the results
are identical to those deduced from that of the QDM and of the hard-boson model according
to the mapping discussed in section 2.
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